
Preserving Our History

Volunteer Training for the First 
Community Collection Day

2016



The Community Collection Model
What it looks like: The Europeana Collection, March 2014

“Roadshows” that traveled from community to community



Why are we 
doing this?

W. P. Reed, the 
“Father” of Reedsport

The Port Umpqua Courier, 1914



1ST COLLECTION DAY – MARCH 4TH

UMPQUA DISCOVERY CENTER

10 AM - 12 PM and 1 PM - 4 PM
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WELCOME DESK Step 1: Explain the Process

Contributors will:

1. Receive and fill out a Submissions 
Form.

2. Be called when an Interviewer is 
available (if there is a wait time.)

3. Sit down with an Interviewer to 
explain what they have brought or 
tell a story.

4. Wait while their items are 
digitized. If they wish, they can 
stay with their items during this 
process, or they can visit the 
Discovery Center (admission is not 
included.)

5. Receive their items back after 
digitization.



At the Welcome Desk

Step 2: Explain the 
submissions form



Submissions Form – Explaining the Creative Commons BY-SA License



Submissions Form – Explaining the Use of the Recorded Interview



Submissions Form – Summary of Items



Step 3: Collect submissions form

Step 4: Assign visitor number in top right corner

Step 5: Send contributor and form                                                                                
to next available Interview Station

At the Welcome Desk



Interview 
Recording the story



OBJECTS:
Group photo of Ltn Smith and friends
Dogtag on string, belonged to Smith
Five letters from Smith to his sister

Ltn Smith did this and this happened and 
this is how we know and how the objects ended 
up where they are… 

Story recorded 
and objects 
described (on 
paper or 
computer) ….



Interviewer gives 
each object/set of 
objects one number

351 : Three buttons
352 : Medal
353 : Dog tags
354 : 10 postcards



28    John Smith    0791 1234 5678      ABC

186 Group photo
187 Dog tag
188 Letters (5)

Object 
number

… and adds it to the list 
(one list/contributor)

Notice that this list does 
not include detailed info. It 
is just to help out with the 
next step (Digitizing).



Recording at the Interview Station:
An opportunity to create oral histories

Points to consider:

1. Let the contributor know that you are recording. Discuss the “made 
available in Archive” box.

2. Say date, contributor’s name, and queue number on recording.

3. Ask “What did you come to share today? What is your story about?     
Create a title from their answer.

4. Assign numbers to objects as the contributor talks about them.

5. If the contributor begins a different story, begin a new Story sheet.      
Start a new recording if you can. (This will help with archiving.)



Advice for conducting an interview

• See: 
https://youtu.be/mVv_QAFhm1A?t=2m40s



To review…

• Ask open ended questions.

• Give them time to think and remember.

• Speak as little as possible.

• Be interested in what they’re saying.

Keep the time to 15-20 minutes.
(More if opportunity allows. You make the call.)



Place object 
with its 
number in 
folder or 
similar.

Keep objects  
and list 
together (one 
box and list 
per owner).



DIGITIZING THE OBJECTS



Staple object 
numbers to 
Submissions From

Take objects and 
list to the 
Digitization 
Station

Contributors can 
watch or explore 
the Discovery 
Center



Scan or 
photograph



28    John Smith    0791 1234 5678              ABC

186 Group photo
187 Dog tag
188 Letters (5)

Scan 1

Scan 1

Carol

Desk staff make note on list about where 
objects are being digitized



Scanning

We have two scanners:

The Epson is for black and 
white, including text.
The Canon is for color and 
multiple small items.

Each scanner will have its 
own attached laptop.



Photography
Fast and easy, but also easy to mess up.



We don’t have fancy camera equipment yet, so we’ll 
have to…



Be flexible!



Take first picture 
with ticket



Take several pictures 
of objects



Feel free to include 
‘extra’ pictures 
(when time) 

Capture front and back



Returns Desk
Items return to the 
Welcome Desk

Desk staff checks that 
all objects are returned.

Contributors are called 
to pick up items.

Contributor signs list.



POSTPROCESSING



Stories and images are 
added to (or edited 
on) the website 
afterwards



Enhance

Rotate
Straighten
Light
Contrast
Colour / White balance
…

Taken w camera at angle -> image distorted

Very dark with shadows





Final Points
• Our practice run 

– it might be 
bumpy!

• How many 
people will 
show?

• Be flexible to 
change if needed

• Our tools our 
limited…but be 
careful.

• Have a great 
time!

Gardiner women, 1900

Meet at the Umpqua Discovery Center 
at 9:00 AM, Friday, March 4th


